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ABSTRACT Advancements in Industry 4.0 brought tremendous improvements in the healthcare sector,
such as better quality of treatment, enhanced communication, remote monitoring, and reduced cost. Sharing
healthcare data with healthcare providers is crucial for harnessing the benefits of such improvements. In gen-
eral, healthcare data holds sensitive information about individuals. Hence, sharing such data is challenging
because of various security and privacy issues. According to privacy regulations and ethical requirements,
it is essential to preserve the privacy of patients before sharing data for medical research. State-of-the-art
literature on privacy preserving studies either uses cryptographic approaches to protect the privacy or uses
anonymizing techniques regardless of the type of attributes, this results in poor protection and data utility.
In this paper, we propose an attribute-focused privacy preserving data publishing scheme. The proposed
scheme is two-fold, comprising a fixed-interval approach to protect numerical attributes and an improved
l-diverse slicing approach to protect the categorical and sensitive attributes. In the fixed-interval approach,
the original values of the healthcare data are replaced with an equivalent computed value. The improved
l-diverse slicing approach partitions the data both horizontally and vertically to avoid privacy leaks. Extensive
experiments with real-world datasets are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme.
The classification models built on anonymized dataset yields approximately 13% better accuracy than
benchmarked algorithms. Experimental analyses show that the average information loss which is measured
by normalized certainty penalty (NCP) is reduced by 12% compared to similar approaches. The attribute
focused scheme not only provides data utility but also prevents the data from membership disclosures,
attribute disclosures, and identity disclosures.

INDEX TERMS Anonymization, data privacy, data publishing, healthcare data, privacy-preserving.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the current era of Industry 4.0, enormous amounts of
data are generated through various digital activities. Infor-
mation privacy[1] is at risk because the data are collected
and indulged in various analyses. Data owners may not have
proper control over their own data. Privacy is a conceptual

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Wei Liu.

integrity that connects the protection of personal data with
information flow in specific contexts. The importance of
contextual integrity is highlighted under specific contextual
considerations such as networks, groups, and society [2].
Networked privacy is defined as an individual’s loss of con-
trol over their personal data disclosure in social networks.
Marginalized and socioeconomic groups of individuals lack
knowledge about the Internet, and it is essential to examine
risk factors. It is also important to align with the government
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TABLE 1. Digital age privacy policies around the globe.

rules of privacy, as privacy rules differ for different societies.
Table 1 shows a few digital-age privacy policies worldwide.

Recently, there has been explosive growth in health-
care big data generation with the development of Indus-
try 4.0, which facilitates the Internet of Things (IoT) [3],
mobile technologies, wearable devices, and artificial intelli-
gence [4]. Electronic healthcare services offer several advan-
tages, such as remote monitoring, telemedicine, e-health
applications, and improved communication. Figure 1 shows
some of the major advantages of e-healthcare. Research
on healthcare big data is exceptionally captious in improv-
ing the accuracy of diagnoses and developing ingenious
medicines [5], [6], [7]. Generally, healthcare organizations
share health records with research organizations for medical
discoveries [8], [9], [10]. Organizations collect Electronic
Health Records (EHRs) through the healthcare data pro-
cess [11], which refers to the medical treatment of a patient in
healthcare information technology (IT) (e.g., Healthcare IoT
Services). The EHR is a digitized version of a patient’s paper
chart. EHR are an important part of healthcare IT. It con-
tains the patient’s medical history, date of treatment, diag-
noses, and other personal information [12]. Table 2 shows
an example of an EHR collected by a healthcare organi-
zation. EHR is not merely a record management method
that supports clinicians in various aspects of patient care
through technological capabilities: (i) clinical documenta-
tion and health information display, (ii) results management,

(iii) computerized provider order entry and management
(CPOE), (iv) clinical decision support (CDS), (v) elec-
tronic communication and connectivity, (vi) patient sup-
port, (vii) administrative processes, and (viii) reporting and
population health management [13]. Other benefits include
improved patient care, diagnostics, easy access, and reduced
costs.

EHR contain sensitive information about patients, and
releasing it leads to numerous privacy issues. Although per-
sonal identifiers are removed from health records, they are
still vulnerable to background knowledge attacks, where the
attacker combines the released data with the available knowl-
edge to identify an individual. Healthcare data sharing is vital
for cutting-edge research in the medical field. However, data
holders (e.g., healthcare organizations) can share their data
only if they trust third-party cloud providers. Because privacy
protection is an ethical and regulatory requirement, health-
care organizations are hesitant to share patient data despite
several advantages. This demands a privacy-preserving data
publishing (PPDP) [14] scheme that protects the patient’s
privacy and benefits the medical research community. Many
PPDP approaches have recently been proposed, based on
anonymization and cryptographic techniques. Cryptographic
techniques include authentication, password management,
access controls, and biometric schemes. Though they provide
better protection they are less preferable for PPDP as they are
computationally expensive for searching and manipulating
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the data from huge datasets [15]. Techniques like differential
privacy [16] and homomorphic encryptions are also being
used for privacy preserving approaches however, they are not
suitable for PPDP considering the data utility issues. On the
other hand, anonymization techniques including generaliza-
tion, suppression, randomization, and pseudonymization are
specifically used for privacy preserving studies. During the
process of anonymization, the records in the dataset are
transformed into less specific and indistinguishable without
changing the actual meaning of the data. Hence, anonymiza-
tion techniques are preferable over cryptographic techniques
to the protect privacy and provide better data utility in
PPDP studies [17]. Sweeney first proposed an anonymization
model, known as k-anonymity [18] for sharing personal data.
This model makes personal records indistinguishable from
at least k-1 records. The pitfalls of k-anonymity models are
addressed in the l-diversity model, which introduces diversity
among the sensitive attributes in the records. The t-closeness
anonymity model brings closeness among diverse records to
further protect sensitive attributes. However, they are still vul-
nerable to privacy attacks such as identity, membership, and
attribute disclosure attacks [19]. Privacy attacks on healthcare
data also lead to societal and psychological issues.

FIGURE 1. E-healthcare services.

A. CONTRIBUTIONS
Numerous PPDP schemes based on k-anonymity have
been proposed to protect the privacy of EHR, including
(α, k)-anonymity [20], (p,α)-sensitive k-anonymity [21], and
(p+, α) sensitive k-anonymity [22]. Nevertheless, an adver-
sary can still ascertain personal information using sophisti-
cated techniques [23], [24]. Especially for healthcare data
publishing, different attributes contribute in their way to
medical research. Generalizing or suppressing the data with-
out considering their type would lead to information loss

TABLE 2. Example personal electronic health record.

and privacy leaks. Majeed [17] proposed an attribute cen-
tric approach that focuses on protecting the numerical and
categorical attributes of the healthcare data. The proposed
approach comprises of an interval based approach to pro-
tect the numerical attributes and pseudonymization based
approach for categorical attributes. However, the sensitive
attributes are prone to disclosure. Hence, there is a need for an
attribute-focused approach that protect different attributes of
the healthcare data with specific anonymization approaches
without privacy leak and better data utility. In this paper,
we propose a novel attribute-focused anonymization scheme
for healthcare data publishing. The major objective of our
scheme is to provide maximum utility while preserving the
privacy of the healthcare data. The healthcare records from
each data holder are organized into an equivalent class with
at least k records. The proposed scheme is twofold. First,
we perform attribute classification to identify the numeri-
cal attributes of EHR that need to be protected, and then,
we delineate the fixed-interval anonymization approach that
is efficient in generalizing the numerical attributes. Second,
we propose an improved l-diverse slicing approach that effi-
ciently generalizes the categorical attributes of the healthcare
data. Consequently, the proposed PPDP scheme neutralizes
identity disclosure, attribute disclosure, and membership dis-
closure attacks.

The summary of the contributions of our research work is
as follows:

(1) We propose a novel attribute-focused anonymization
scheme to protect healthcare data privacy during data
publication.

(2) A novel fixed-interval-based anonymization approach
is proposed to protect the numerical attributes of the
EHR from disclosure.

(3) An improved l-diverse slicing approach is proposed
to protect categorical and sensitive attributes from
disclosure.

(4) Implemented and evaluated the proposed scheme with
real-world datasets and compared with state-of-the-art
anonymization approaches.

B. ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the state-of-the-art privacy-preserving approaches
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for healthcare data. The preliminaries, data model, and sys-
tem architecture are provided in Section III. Section IV
describes the proposed attribute-focused anonymization
scheme. Section V describes the experimental analysis and
discusses the efficiency of the proposed scheme. Finally,
Section VI concludes the study with a future scope.

II. RELATED STUDY
Privacy-preserving approaches have gained significant atten-
tion in recent decades because of advancements in infor-
mation technology that threaten the privacy of individuals.
Generally, e-health services manage a large amount of sen-
sitive personal information for various purposes. privacy-
preserving approaches in the field of e-health services should
provide a balance between data privacy and utility. Numer-
ous privacy-preserving approaches have been proposed to
protect individuals’ privacy. Some of the popular privacy
preserving techniques are k-anonymity [18], l-diversity [25],
t-closeness [26], amplified randomization [27], (a, d) diver-
sity [28], p-sensitive [29], β-likeness [30], and so on. How-
ever, they remain vulnerable to privacy attacks. In this
section, we discuss the state-of-the-art literature on PPDP and
highlight their shortcomings.

Outsourcing healthcare data to the cloud involves numer-
ous security and privacy issues. Healthcare-sensitive data are
vulnerable to attacks on public clouds. Wang et al. [31] pro-
posed a framework for outsourcing high-dimensional health-
care data to a cloud. This framework first divides the data
into sensitive and non-sensitive data; then, the sensitive data
are stored in a private cloud, and the non-sensitive data are
stored in a public cloud. Sensitive data are protected by inject-
ing differential privacy noise into the data [32]. The other
attributes were protected using partition-based anonymiza-
tion techniques. However, the noise injected would impact
the utility of the data, and partition-based anonymization are
vulnerable to disclosure attacks. Attaullah et al. [33] pro-
posed a fuzzy logic-based algorithm that is privacy-aware
to protect healthcare data privacy from disclosures. In the
proposed approach, the attributes are classified into quasi
and sensitive attributes using fuzzy logic. Fuzzy classifica-
tion is then used to anonymize the attributes. However, the
fuzzy rules are generated in the static that determines the
information loss and query accuracy. Kim and Chung [34]
proposed a k-anonymity-based protocol to address identity-
disclosure attacks. The author divides identity disclosure into
internal and external disclosure. Internal identity disclosure
occurs when the data collector discerns the identity of the data
holder. External identity disclosure occurs when an identity
is leaked through the network headers. To protect the data
from such attacks, the K_I and K_E anonymity models were
proposed. These models ensure that at least k records share
the same quasi-identifiers, and on the data collector side, each
generalized group contains at least k data holders that share
similar quasi-identifiers.

However, k-anonymity ensures that at least k records are
similar in the dataset table. They are vulnerable to identity

and attribute disclosure attacks. l-diversity and t-closeness
bring diversity and closeness to the data; however, some of
the sensitive attributes are left unanonymized, which leads to
privacy leaks. Sei et al. [35] defined a new set of attributes,
called sensitive quasi-identifiers. The proposed model com-
prises l-diversity, t-closeness, and differential-privacy tech-
niques. First, the sensitive quasi-attributes are identified from
the table and randomized. Then, the proposed anonymization
algorithm is used to anonymize the table by applying fre-
quency l-diversity and t-closeness to the data. This approach
attempts to reduce information loss and improve data privacy;
however, the selection of a sensitive QID remains crucial
for data privacy. Conventional privacy-preserving techniques,
such as k-anonymity, l-diversity, and t-closeness, cannot be
applied directly to large datasets because of their unscal-
ability. To address this issue, Mehta and Rao [36] pro-
posed a scalable l-diversity approach. In this approach, the
quasi-attributes are first k-anonymized and then l-diversity is
applied to the dataset. This is scalable to increasing the size
of the dataset. A comparative analysis showed that the scal-
able l-diversity approach providedminimum information loss
and reduced time complexity. However, using this approach
for publishing data streams has potential risks of privacy
leaks. In [37] restricted sensitive attribute-based anonymiza-
tion algorithm was proposed to preserve the privacy of data-
stream publishing. This approach introduces two privacy
constraints: sensitivity and semantic diversity. These con-
straints restrict the privacy breach of sensitive published data.
Sensitive diversity and semantic diversity generalize the sen-
sitive and semantic nature of the data; thus, they can be
identified individually. The performance of the system was
evaluated based on processing time and information loss.

Bucketization is a data anonymization technique used to
publish sensitive attributes. In bucketization, the data records
are grouped into smaller groups and the sensitive attributes
are distributed among the groups, which weakens the rela-
tionship between quasi-attributes and sensitive attributes,
thus preserving the privacy of sensitive attributes from dis-
closure. In [38] the bucket-setting problem was addressed
through a flexible bucketization scheme. It allows every sen-
sitive attribute to define its privacy setting and have a variable
bucket size. The flexible nature of this scheme provides an
option for adjusting the privacy and information loss of a
dataset. Although generalization protects privacy, it also has
some serious drawbacks. Generalization results in the loss of
a considerable amount of information from the original data.
Owing to the dimensionality of the data, the interval range can
be extremely wide. This renders the generalized table use-
less for further analytics. An improved bucketization-based
anonymization technique is proposed in [39]. The attributes
are partitioned and clustered. The sensitive attributes are
distributed among the clusters. Thus there is a possibil-
ity of sensitive attribute leakage. An atomizing algorithm
was proposed by Xiao et al. to address the generalization
issues [33]. The algorithm first partitions the database based
on the l-diversity. It then generates a quasi-identifier table
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and sensitive identifier table. Anatomy removes the direct
correlation between quasi-identifiers and sensitive identifiers.
This preserved the privacy of the database. The information
loss is reduced through small diverse partitions. K-member
clustering has been proposed [40] to reduce information loss
by clustering similar records in the database. There are no
restrictions on the number of clusters; however, every cluster
should have k records. This preserves privacy because indi-
vidual records are indistinguishable from the clusters. How-
ever, k-anonymization is NP-hard. Bayardo and Agrawal [41]
proposed an optimal k-anonymity algorithm to prune useless
values and reorder the dataset tuples to reduce the complex-
ity. Traditional anonymization and generalization algorithms
fail miserably if the dataset contains multiple records for
an individual. 1: M-anonymization [42] was proposed by
adopting k-anonymity and l-diversity techniques. The model
partitions attributes into quasi-sensitive attributes. The sen-
sitive attributes are k-anonymized, and the equivalence class
of quasi-attributes satisfies l-diversity. The model uses NCP
metrics to calculate information loss. Wang and Li [43] pro-
posed correlation-aware anonymization of high-dimensional
data (CAHD) to anonymize transaction data through the
greedy heuristic grouping technique. CAHD utilizes the
l-diversity technique to group data and uses a band matrix to
reconstruct the data. A fixed-interval approach for anonymiz-
ing electronic health records was proposed by Majeed [17].
The interval was calculated using the bin value for the
quasi-attributes. The attribute set was divided into n bins
with a limited range of attribute values. The numerical
attributes were anonymized by replacing the original value
with themean value. Categorical data were protected using an
ID-based anonymization. In ID-based anonymization, cate-
gorical data are transformed into numerical IDs. The privacy-
preserved data are then evaluated through classifiers, such
as a support vector machine and random forest. Abbasi and
Mohammadi [44] have proposed a k-means++ algorithm in
which the healthcare attributes are first clustered and then
anonymized using the k-anonymity technique. Though the
results claim reduced information loss and execution time,
individual attributes are not given appropriate importance.
In [45] used pseudonymization techniques to preserve the
privacy of the patient records. The pseudonyms are protected
using cryptographic techniques thus it is not suitable for
data publication. Another work by Arca and Hewett [46]
focused to protect the privacy of the smart health data using
attribute hierarchy is discussed. They have identified the
potential attributes for privacy leakage through entropy mea-
sures. However, the hierarchy-based anonymity decreases the
data utility. Chong and Malip [47] have addressed attribute
disclosure and linkability issues. The attributes are clas-
sified as numerical and non-numerical. Permutation-based
methods are used to anonymize the attributes. There may
be information loss as the categorical data are also con-
sidered numerical data. The summary of privacy require-
ments fulfilled and possible attacks of various anonymiza-
tion techniques are presented in Table 3. It is observed from

the table that every anonymization technique has its own
merits and demerits. Table 4 compares some of the popu-
lar state-of-the-art privacy preserving literature in the recent
past. We compared the privacy model adopted by the litera-
ture, the anonymization technique, the performance metrics
used, and its drawbacks. The major drawback we observed
in the literature [48], [49], [50], [51], [52] is the informa-
tion loss. This is due to the anonymization technique selec-
tion. It is noticed that these models utilized generalization
and suppression techniques which transforms the data as per
definition 1 and 2. For e.g., if the value of age attribute is
‘27’ then it can be generalized as ‘‘20-30’’ or even ‘‘20-40’’
based on the privacy parameter selection. This results in huge
information loss. Based on the analysis we understood that
there is a need for a privacy preserving approach that protects
the privacy of the patients with minimal information loss and
execution time. Also we noticed lack of attribute focused
privacy preserving approaches, which is essential for privacy
preserving healthcare data publishing.

III. PRELIMINARIES
This section defines the preliminaries used in this study,
including the data model, definitions of various privacy
notations, and a detailed description of the generalization
technique.

A. DATA MODEL
EHR generally follow a relational data model, where the
attributes can be categorized into personal identifiers, quasi-
identifiers, and sensitive information.

I. Personal identifiers (ID) are unique attributes of
patients that distinguish the individual (e.g., name,
SSN). To protect patients’ privacy, they must be
removed or replaced with dummy id’s. Personal iden-
tifiers were not necessary for the data analysis.

II. Quasi Identifiers (QI) are attributes that identify
an individual when combined with other published
attributes (e.g., gender, age, and zip code). QI’s are
publicly available and useful for data analysis.

III. Sensitive information (SI): Sensitive attributes of a
patient that must be protected from the adversary (e.g.,
diagnosis and medication). In Table 2, the diagnosis is
considered to be sensitive information.

The privacy-preserving data publishing (PPDP) prob-
lem can be modeled as follows: there are n records
on EHR (1. . .n), where each record ri represents a per-
sonal healthcare record of an individual patient. Each
record is a combination of personal identifiers (ID), quasi-
identifiers (QI), and sensitive information (SI). There is a
possibility of more than one sensitive piece of informa-
tion; however, in this case, we consider a single sensi-
tive attribute problem. IDs are generally removed from the
EHR because they are not required for data analysis; they
also lead to privacy breaches because they uniquely iden-
tify an individual. The QIs of EHR can be represented as
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TABLE 3. Summary of privacy-preserving techniques-requirement fulfillments and vulnerabilities.

TABLE 4. State-of-the-art anonymization algorithms.
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rqnum,cat = (r1num, r
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num, r
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cat . . . , r

m1
num, r

m2
cat )

where q ∈ QI , rqnum,cat represent the types of QIs.
Although an EHR consists of multiple datatypes of data in
this work, we consider rnum numerical and rcat categori-
cal attributes only. Sensitive information (SI) can be repre-
sented as rs where s ∈ SI . The objective of the proposed
PPDP scheme is to produce an anonymized dataset that
is suitable for building classification models. Hence, in a
PPDP scheme, the healthcare organization should publish(
r∗ε(1), r

∗

ε(2), r
∗

ε(3), . . . , r
∗

ε(n)

)
where ε is a random permuta-

tion of QI with SI, and r∗ represents the anonymized version
of the original records.
Definition 1 (Generalization): Consider the quasi-attribute

sets {q1, q2, q3, . . . , qm} , q ∈ QI where m denotes the num-
ber of QIs in each record. Generalization is the process of
transforming the actual QI, which is more significant for QIs
that represent the same QI with less significant values. For
example, the sample EHR are shown in Table 2, and the
generalized version of the table is presented in Table 5. TheQI
attribute age is generalized within a specific range of values
rather than the original explicit values.
Definition 2 (Suppression): Suppression is the process of

replacing original attribute values with the ‘‘∗’’ character.
This technique partially masks the attributes, making them
less significant. For example, in Table 4, the last three digits
of the QI attribute zip code were suppressed.

TABLE 5. k-anonymized version of EHR table.

Definition 3 (Anonymization): Anonymization is the pro-
cess of transforming the original attributes into insignificant
attributes, which makes the individual record indistinguish-
able. Consider a table T consists of QI and SI then the pro-
cess of anonymization is mapping the original QI attributes
through a function f to generate the anonymized version
of the table T ∗ that consists of Q∗ where f denotes the
generalization or suppression operation and Q∗ denotes the
anonymized q attributes.
Definition 4 (k-Anonymization):An EHR table is said to be

k-anonymized only if it satisfies the k-anonymity property
that every record in the table is indistinguishable from at
least k-1 records. The records in the k-anonymized table were
anonymized using generalization or suppression techniques.
Table 5 shows the k-anonymized (k = 3) version of the table,
where each record is indistinguishable from at least k−1 (two
records).

Definition 5 (Equivalence Class): Equivalence class E is a
subset of the anonymized table T ∗. Every anonymized table
has several equivalence classes that share similar generalized
QI attributes. For example, Table 5 consists of 3 equivalence
classes, where each class consists of indistinguishable QI
attributes.
Definition 6 (Bucketization): Bucketization is the process

of dividing table T into equal-sized buckets. Each bucket
shared diverse sensitive information. Therefore, sensitive
attributes are protected from the adversary, even if they
can discern the individual. Table 6 presents the bucketized
table, which consists of three buckets and 2-diverse sensitive
attributes, where each bucket contains at least two unique
sensitive attributes. Let there be b buckets B1,B2,B3, . . . ,Bb
then

⋃b
i=1 Bi = T , Bi ∩ Bj = ∅.

TABLE 6. Bucketized table.

Definition 7 (Slicing): Slicing is the process of partitioning
table T horizontally (tuple partition) and vertically (attribute
partition). The slicing also satisfies the k-anonymity prop-
erty. Table 7 shows the sliced table that consists of tuple
partitions {{t1, t2, t3} , {t4, t5, t6} , {t7, t8, t9}} and attribute
partitions {Sex, Age}, and {Zipcode, Diagnosis}}.

TABLE 7. Sliced table.

Definition 8 (Bucket Matching): Let c be the columns of a
sliced table {C1,C2,C3, . . . ,Cc}. Let t be the tuple of table T ,
and t[Ci], where Ci is the value of t . Let Bi be a bucket in the
sliced table, and B [Ci] where Ci is the value of multiset B.
Bucket matching occurs when (B == t) ⇐⇒ ∀1 ≤ i ≤
c, t[Ci] ∈ B[Ci]. For example, as per Table 6, t1 = {Female,
20, 620706,Dyspepsia}. Then, t1 matches bucket {B1}.
Definition 9 (Distribution of Tuple and Bucket - Distr(t,B)):

To protect the sensitive attribute s of tuple t in bucket B,
it is necessary to calculate the distribution of the sensitive
attributes in the tuple and bucket. Let Distr(t,B) be the
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distribution of sensitive attributes in B. Sensitive attribute s is
said to be associated with t in B when t[Cc− S] where s ∈ S.
LetDistr(t,B)[s] be the probability of the sensitive attribute s
in the distribution. The probability of t in bucketB is denoted
as p (t,B) and the probability of t taking the sensitive value s
is denoted as p (s|t,B). Then p (t, s) is then calculated based
on the law of total probability as follows:

p (t, s) =
∑

B
p (t,B) p(s|t,B) (1)

Analysis of p (t,Bu) is given as follows

t = {t [C1] , t [C2] , t [C3] , . . . , t[Cc]}

and

B = {B [C1] ,B [C2] ,B [C3] , . . . ,B[Cc]}

× freqi(t,B); (1 ≤ i ≤ c− 1)

where freqi(t,Bu) is the frequency of t [Ci] in Bu [Ci] then

freqc (t,B) = t[Cc − {S}] in B[Cc − {S}]

where Cc−{S} denotes the set of QI in the sensitive attribute
column. For example, in Table 6, freq1 (t1,B1) = 1

/
3 =

0.33 and freq2 (t1,B1) = 2
/
3 = 0.67. Correspondingly,

freq1 (t1,B2) = 0 and freq2 (t1,B2) = 0. Intuitively,
freqi(t,B) quantifies the matching degree in columns Ci,
t ≤ Ci ≤ Bu. Subsequently, the value of freq (t,B) is as
follows:

freq (t,B) =
∏

1≤i≤c

freq(t,B)

We know that freq (t,B) = 1 when a tuple matches a bucket
and freq (t,B) = 0 otherwise. Hence, for the matching
bucket

∑
t freq (t,B) = 1. When multiple buckets match for

a tuple t , the total matching degree for the entire data set
is

freq (t) =
∑

B
freq(t,B)

Then the probability of tuple t in bucket B is as follows

p (t,B) = freq(t,B)
/
freq(t) (2)

To compute p (s|t,B) consider Table 6, Distr (t1,B1) =
(dyspepsia : 0.5,flu : 0.5)Distr (t1,B1) [dyspepsia] = 0.5.
Then, the probability of determining the sensitive attribute t
is as follows:

p (s|t,B) = Distr (t1,B1) [s] (3)

The probability of p (t, s) can be computed using Equa-
tion (1). We can prove that tuple t takes a sensitive attribute s
to sum up to 1.
To Prove: ∀t ∈ D,

∑
s p (t, s) = 1

Proof:∑
s
p (t, s) =

∑
s

∑
Bu

p (t,B) · p(s|t,B)

=

∑
Bu
p (t,B) ·

∑
s
p(s|t,B)

According to equation (3)
∑

s p(s|t,B) = 1 then∑
s
p (t, s) =

∑
Bu
p (t,B)

According to equation (2)
∑

Bu p (t,B) = 1 hence,∑
s
p (t, s) =1

Definition 10 (l-Diverse Slicing): The l-diversity property
of slicing is defined using the probability of sensitive attribute
s in tuple t as follows:

p (t, s) ≤
1
l

A sliced table is said to satisfy the l-diversity property if and
only if every t satisfies the l-diversity for any sensitive value
s in the bucket.
Definition 11 (Correlation Measure): Computing the cor-

relations between attributes is a crucial step in preserving
privacy and data utility. Grouping up correlated attributes
provides better data utility as it preserves the correlation of
the attributes. The attributes in the uncorrelated groups are
more vulnerable to attribute disclosure, as the attributes are
less frequent. Thus, it is vital to measure the correlation
between the attributes. In this study, the correlation was cal-
culated using the mean-square contingency coefficient [55].
The mean-square contingency coefficient is a chi-squared
measure used to calculate the correlation between categorical
attributes. Because our dataset is a combination of numerical
and categorical attributes, we used this measure. The numeri-
cal attribute correlations were measured using a fixed-length
approach (which will be discussed later in this paper).

Consider two attributes R1 and R2 and their domains
v11, v12, v13, . . . , v1d1 and v21, v22, v23, . . . , v2d2 where d1
and d2 are the sizes of the domains. Then, the mean-square
contingency coefficient for the attributes R1and R2 is mea-
sured as

φ2 (R1,R2) =
1

min {d1, d2} − 1

×

∑d1

i=1

∑d2

j=1

(freqij − freqi.freqj)
2

freqi.freqj
(4)

Here, freqi and freqj are the frequencies of occurrences in the
data values v1i and v2j respectively. freqij is the frequency of
occurrence v1i and v2j in the data. Hence, freqij is the total of
freqi and freqj.

freqi =
d2∑
j=1

freqij

freqj =
d1∑
i=1

freqij

The value of φ2 (R1,R2) can be 0 ≤ φ2 (R1,R2) ≤ 1
Definition 12 (Attribute Clustering): Attribute clustering

was used to partition the columns after computing the correla-
tion measure for every pair of attributes. We used the bottom-
up clustering method, in which each attribute is considered
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as a separate point in the cluster space. The distance between
the points of the clusters is defined as

d (R1,R2) = 1− φ2 (R1,R2) (5)

The value of d (R1,R2) can be 0 ≤ d (R1,R2) ≤ 1

B. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 2 details the architecture of privacy preserving data
publishing anonymization scheme that is considered in this
paper.

The following are the details of the entities involved in the
system.

• Users: In an e-healthcare system, users could be patients,
doctors, healthcare professionals, pharmacists, and care-
givers. Users are responsible for generating the elec-
tronic health data.

• Healthcare data–Healthcare data represent the patients’
EHR. In general, healthcare data are generated by the
users of e-health systems. It contains patients’ iden-
tifiers, treatment history, diagnosis, and other health
parameters.

• The data controller is an internal member of a health-
care organization who collects, processes, and stores
EHR data. The data controller is responsible for pub-
lishing EHR for medical research without privacy
breach.

• Dataset anonymization–Dataset anonymization is the
process of anonymizing the EHR data to protect the
privacy of the individual and provide sufficient data
utility.

• Data Analyst/Attacker: The data analyst is the recipient
of the anonymized EHR dataset. He performed various
analyses of EHR data for numerous medical purposes.
A data analyst can also be an adversary who tries to
acquire more details of an individual or discern the
attributes of a patient.

The system architecture of the PPDP anonymization scheme
consists of three major processes: (1) data collection,
(2) anonymization, and (3) data publishing. Data collection
is an internal process in healthcare organizations. It involves
patients, doctors, pharmacists, and other medical experts and
records the personal and medical details of the patients in a
computerized system. There must be a clear data collection
policy available, and patient consent is required to collect
and store the data. The role of the data controller in the
data-collection process is to collect, store, and manage data.
Second, the anonymization process removes or replaces the
original values of EHR with less significant values that pro-
tect the privacy of the patients in the e-health system, also
providing appropriate data utility for medical researchers.
Data publishing is the final step in the PPDP scheme, in which
anonymized data are shared or made publicly available to
various medical researchers. The data analyst acquires an
anonymized dataset and applies data-analysis algorithms.
In this system, the adversary can be the data analyst when

attempting to discern the details of an individual. The major
objective of the PPDP scheme is to protect the privacy breach
from the data analyst and to provide good utility to the
data.

IV. ATTRIBUTE FOCUSED ANONYMIZATION SCHEME
This section discusses the proposed privacy-preserving data
anonymization scheme for healthcare records. Figure 3 shows
the overall process of the proposed anonymization scheme.
Preprocessing of data is an important step because data col-
lection is often loosely controlled. Incorrect and redundant
values result in incorrect results and increase the complexity
of the scheme. Preprocessing includes data cleaning, feature
extraction, and transformation.

User Ranking is important when grouping similar users.
The cosine similarity measure [56] was used to rank similar
users using common QIs. Grouping up similar users yields
better data utility and privacy protection.
Equivalence Classes: The resultant microdata table is then

divided into equivalence classes based on the privacy param-
eter k . This ensures that each record is indistinguishable from
at least k-1 other records.
Equivalence Class Evaluation: In certain cases, the equiv-

alence class may have a single value that can leak privacy dur-
ing anonymization. Therefore, range analysis is performed to
identify such values, and a constant value can be added also
outliers detected are pruned.
Attribute Classification: In this step, the attributes were

classified into numerical and categorical attributes, and data
anonymization was performed as per the proposed schemes.
Data Anonymization:The data anonymization process uses

fixed-interval anonymization and slicing approaches. The
proposed fixed-interval anonymization scheme protects the
numerical attributes of the EHR from disclosure. It is not only
effective in protecting QI attributes but also provides better
utility. This was made possible by calculating the interval
width, mean, or median for the anonymization of numerical
attribute

The categorical attributes of EHR data are protected
through an improved l-diverse slicing approach. Sensitive
attributes are also protected through the l-diverse property
of slicing. Our proposed approach helps the data publish-
ers to anonymize the EHR with ease. The complexity of
the anonymization process is less compared to the state-of-
the-art generalization techniques. The proposed approach is
attribute-centric since it applies a different anonymization
approach for numerical and categorical attributes.

Consider a healthcare organization that collects the original
micro-data of an EHR. The microdata collected are vital for
drug discovery and the early diagnosis of medical research.
Hence, for research purposes, these micro data are published
by research organizations. Releasing the original microdata
leads to a privacy breach; therefore, it is essential to gener-
ate an anonymized version of the microdata. To anonymize
the EHR microdata, we first identified different types of
attributes in the table. Numerical and categorical attributes
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FIGURE 2. System architecture of PPDP anonymization scheme.

FIGURE 3. Attribute focused anonymization process.

were anonymized. Based on the k-anonymity principle, k is
a privacy parameter that is used to determine the level of
privacy. The larger the k value, the greater the protection to
privacy information, but the poorer the data utility. The major
objective of the PPDP scheme is to provide maximum data
utility while preserving the privacy of an individual. There-
fore, k-value selection is crucial in the k-anonymity-based
PPDP scheme. The micro data table was then sorted based
on the numerical attributes and divided into an equal-sized
set of records based on the value of k . Subsequently, the
numerical attributes were anonymized based on the fixed-
interval generalization approach. Second, we identify the
categorical attributes that need to be protected. Categorical
attribute values were anonymized using the l-diverse slicing

approach. The attribute partitioning method in the slicing
approach disassociates sensitive and quasi-attributes to avoid
sensitive attribute disclosure. The proposed approach consists
of two algorithms: fixed-interval anonymization and l-diverse
slicing.

A. FIXED INTERVAL ANONYMIZATION
Fixed interval anonymization Algorithm 1 takes a privacy
parameter k and numerical QI attributes of EHRmicrodata as
inputs and outputs a numerical attribute anonymized version
of the dataset. First, the input data are sorted to prepare and
identify the interval width. To calculate the interval width, the
largest and smallest values of the QI attributes were chosen
(i.e., the first and last elements of the QI attributes) from the
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sorted list. The interval width (IW) was then calculated to
identify the equivalence class based on privacy parameter k
(lines 5 and 6). After identifying the intervals, the attributes
were anonymized by calculating the mean (µ) for each inter-
val. The QI attributes within the interval were then replaced
with the calculated mean of the respective intervals. During
the anonymization process, if all QI attributes in the interval
are equal, a threshold (θ) constant is used to increase the value
to protect the original QI (lines 7 to 14).

For example, in Table 2, the numerical QI attributes ‘‘Age’’
and ‘‘Zipcode’’ (Record ID is not considered as it is not a QI
attribute) are selected to be anonymized with fixed interval
anonymization approach. To anonymize the ‘‘Age’’ attribute,
the largest and smallest values (39 and 20, respectively) were
selected. Privacy parameter k was fixed at k = 3. The interval
width (IW) was calculated as follows:

IW =
39− 20

3
= 6

We have now divided the original table based on the calcu-
lated IW value of 6. We obtained the following groups:

i. 20 - 26
ii. 27 - 33
iii. 34 - 40
The numerical attributes in the interval were anonymized

by replacing the original values with the mean.

µIW1 =
20+ 21+ 25

3
= 22

where µIW1
is the mean value of the first interval (IW1).

Similarly, calculate the mean for all intervals, and replace
the original QI attributes in the interval with the calculated
mean. The same steps were followed for the other numerical
QI attributes. The anonymization of ‘‘Age’’ and ‘‘Zipcode’’
attribute is shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8. The anonymization of attribute

Table 9 presents the output of the fixed-interval
anonymization approach. The attributes ‘‘Age’’ and ‘‘Zip-
code’’ are anonymized by replacing the original values with
the interval mean values.

B. l-DIVERSE SLICING
After anonymizing the numerical attributes through a fixed-
interval anonymization approach, the microdata table is
updated, as shown in Table 10, where the categorical
attributes are not protected. The l-diverse slicing approach
was utilized to protect categorical and sensitive attributes.
It consists of three steps: cluster initialization, slicing, and
l-diversity check.

TABLE 9. Fixed interval anonymization.

TABLE 10. Fixed interval + l-diverse slicing approach.

Algorithm 1 Fixed Interval Approach - Numerical Attribute
Input: Privacy parameter k , Numerical QI attributes -
QInum ∈ Table(T )
Output: Anonymized QInum - T ∗(QInum)
1: Sort the numerical attributes in ascending order
2: Set threshold θ = constantnum
3: for each QInum ∈ T do
4: Pick the largestQILnum and smallestQISnum values of

QInum
5: Calculate Interval Width (IW ) = QILnum−QI

S
num

k
6: Divide QInum with respect to IW to form

equivalence class E
7: for each E(QInum) ∈ T do
8: calculate mean

µ(QInum) =
QI1num + QI

2
num + . . .+ QI

n
num

n

9: if
(
QI1num == QI2num == . . . == QInnum

)
then

10: QInum← µ(QInum)+ θ
11: else
12: QInum = µ(QInum)
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for

1) CLUSTER INITIALIZATION
In the l-diverse slicing approach, the cluster initialization step
prepares the attributes for partitioning with respect to the
categorical attributes. First, the correlation between attributes
was calculated based on Equation (4), and the correlation
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matrix was updated with the correlation values for every
attribute and its domains. To partition the attributes, every
tuple t,which is a combination of both anonymized numerical
attributes and original categorical attributes, is considered as
cluster point c. The distance between the cluster points was
calculated using Equation (5). Then, the calculated distance
between the attributes and privacy parameter k is provided
as input to the clustering algorithm to form the initial clus-
ters. We identified partitioning around medoids (PAM) [57]
which is a simple and robust k-medoids algorithm that creates
clusters by choosing k arbitrary points as medoids and sub-
sequently swapping the medoids and non-medoids to satisfy
cluster quality. Algorithm 2 describes cluster initialization.

Algorithm 2 clusters all the attributes into columns. The
PAM clustering technique ensures that each cluster contains
k columns. This does not restrict the size of the sensitive
attribute column cc. The size of the sensitive attribute col-
umn can be determined using parameter α. To protect sensi-
tive attribute disclosure, the sensitive attribute column should
have QI attributes ( if α > 1 then cc > 1).

Algorithm 2 Cluster - Initialization
Input: Privacy parameter k , T
Output: k clusters - C = {c1, c2, c3, . . . , ck
1: Tuple t ∈ T ∗ (QInum) ,T (QI cat )
2: for each tuple QI ∈ T do
3: create a cluster point c for every QI
4: C = {c1, c2, c3, . . . , cn where n is the number QI
5: end for
6: calculate the distance between two clusters using equa-

tion (5)
7: formation of clusters using PAM algorithm [57]
8: return k clustered columns

2) TUPLE PARTITIONING
Tuple partitioning is the primary component of the slicing
approach. Tuple partitioning is a process of splitting tuples
into buckets. Algorithm 3 describes the steps of tuple parti-
tioning. Two data structures are maintained: 1) bucket queue
(QB) and 2) sliced bucket set (SB). QB is initialized with a
single bucket that contains all the tuples belonging to table T ,
and SB is empty (lines 1 and 2). Remove one bucket fromQB,
split the buckets into two (as per the splitting criteria [58]),
and then check if the split satisfies l-diversity through Algo-
rithm 4. This iteration is repeated until QB is empty (Lines
3–11). If the split satisfies l-diversity, then the buckets are
added to QB (line 7) for further splitting; otherwise, they are
added to the sliced buckets set SB (line 9).

3) DIVERSITY CHECK
Diversity checks are pivotal for protecting sensitive attributes.
It checks whether the sliced bucket satisfies the l-diversity.
Algorithm 4 describes the steps for checking the l-diversity.
The algorithmmaintains a list of data structure lists (t) to store

Algorithm 3 Tuple Partitioning
Input: Privacy parameter l, T , Clusters C
Output: Sliced buckets - SB
1: QB = t ∈ T
2: SB = ∅
3: while QB 6= ∅ do
4: QB = QB− B
5: Split buckets B into B1 and B2
6: if Diversity(T ,Q ∪ {B1,B2} ∪ SB, l) then
7: QB = Q ∪ {B1,B2}
8: else
9: SB = SB ∪ {B
10: end if
11: end while
12: return SB

the matching bucket statistics. Initially, List(t) is empty then
for every tuple belongs to T and for each bucket B in sliced
bucket, store the frequency freq(v) of column v in bucket B.
To find the matching bucket, for each tuple t calculate p(t, B)
for the tuple in the bucket B and find Distr(t, B) for the dis-
tribution of sensitive values. Record the bucket matching and
distribution statistics to List[t]. Finally, p(t, s) is calculated
for every sensitive attribute s based on the list (t). The sliced
table is l-diverse if and only if, for all sensitive attributes s,
p(t, s) ≤ 1/l.

Algorithm 4 Diversity (Check l-Diversity)
Input: T , T ∗, l
Output:True/False
1: tuple t ∈ T
2: List[t] = ∅
3: for each t ∈ T do
4: for each bucket B in T ∗ do
5: store freq(v) in B
6: for each t ∈ T do
7: calculate p(t,B) and find Distr(t,B)
8: List[t] = List[t] ∪ {p (t,B) ,Distr(t,B)}
9: end for
10: for each t ∈ T do
11: calculate p(t, s) for each s based on List[t]
12: if p(t, s) ≥ 1

/
l then

13: return False
14: else
15: return True
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: end for

V. EXPERIMENT & RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the concepts discussed
through experiments. The primary objectives of the
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experiment are to demonstrate the attribute focused
anonymization approach and to compare the classification
utility of the anonymized datasets obtained from the pro-
posed approach to the benchmark anonymization approaches
Mondrian [48], IACk [49], Attribute centric Fixed Interval
(AcFI) anonymity [17], and Incognito [50], Datafly [51],
and KMDAE-DAC [53]. We also assessed at how well the
proposed approach performed by measuring the amount of
data that was lost throughout the anonymization process.
The Normalized Certainty Penalty (NCP) [59] was used as
the standard information loss metric. The information loss
is compared to Mondrian [48], (k,km)-anonymity [52], and
clustering-based k-anonymity [10], which are all prominent
anonymization methods.

A. DATASET DETAILS
We used the Adult dataset [60] which is the de facto
standard dataset for privacy-preserving studies, as in [17],
[18], [36], [61], and [62]. After eliminating tuples with
missing values, the dataset consisted of 45,222 with 15
attributes. The dataset contained both numerical and cate-
gorical attributes. The dataset is publicly accessible from the
link [43] and it is presented in Table 11.

In our experiment, we acquired the Adult-7 and Adult-15
datasets from an original adult dataset. Adult-7 has seven
attributes that includes {Age, Workclass, Marital-Status,
Race, Sex} and ‘‘Occupation’’ as sensitive attribute. Adult-15
considers all 15 attributes with ‘‘Occupation’’ and ‘‘Salary’’
as the sensitive attributes for different experiments.

TABLE 11. Dataset description.

B. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Webuilt four classificationmodels for our experiment: a deci-
sion tree (J48), naïve Bayes, SVM, RF, and ANN. The clas-
sification accuracy of the models was evaluated using Weka
3.0. A 10-fold cross-validation-based stratified sampling was
used for all classification experiments.

Figures 4 - 6 present the classification accuracy of decision
tree and Naïve Bayes algorithms with ‘‘occupation’’ as the
sensitive attribute and other attributes are predictor attributes
for the datasets Adult-7 and Adult-15.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 compare the classification accu-
racy of the anonymized data with the original data and other

benchmark anonymization approaches, such as bucketiza-
tion [63] and slicing [58]. Datasets Adult-7 and Adult-15
were used for the experiments. Figure 4(a) and 5 (a) represent
the output decision tree (J48)model, and Figure 4(b) and 5(b)
represent the output of the Naïve Bayes model. Here, the
privacy parameter k is set to five, and the number of columns c
is set to two. The l-diversity values vary between {5, 8, 10}.
In the experiments, the proposed scheme outperformed the
benchmark approaches.

Figure 6 present the effect of c on the classification accu-
racy. The value of c varies between {2,3,5}. Figure 6 (a)
shows the variations in classification accuracy with l = 5 and
Figure 6 (b) shows the variations in a classification accuracy
with l = 8. The variations are very minimal in the accuracy
because as the value of c increases the correlated attributes
are still belongs to the same column.

FIGURE 4. Classification accuracy of sensitive attribute (Occupation) -
Adult-7 dataset (a) Decision tree (J48) (b) Naïve bayes.

Figure 7 presents the classification accuracy of SVM and
RF for the Adult-15 dataset. Here, we consider ‘‘salary’’ as
the sensitive attribute and all others are predictor attributes.
In this experiment, we fixed the values c=2 and l = 2 with
varying k . Since the ‘‘salary’’ attribute has only 2 distinct val-
ues it is always possible to ensure l-diversity. So, small mod-
ifications have been implemented to neglect the l value for
the sake of the experiment. The classification accuracy of the
anonymized data is compared with original data and bench-
mark approaches such asMondrian [48], IACk [49], Attribute
centric Fixed Interval (Ac-FI) anonymity [17], and Incog-
nito [50], Datafly [51], and KMDAE-DAC [53]. According
to the graph shown in Figure 7 (a) evince that the clas-
sification accuracy of the SVM model on the anonymized
dataset is higher than state-of-the-art approaches. Similarly,
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FIGURE 5. Classification accuracy of sensitive attribute (Occupation) -
Adult-15 dataset (a) Decision tree (J48) (b) Naïve bayes.

FIGURE 6. Classification accuracy for varying c {2, 3, 5} (a) Varying c with
l=5 (b) Varying c with l=8.

for Figure 7 (b) the classification accuracy of RF and
Figure 7 (c) the classification accuracy of ANN are compared
and found that the proposed approach yields higher classifi-
cation accuracy. This shows that even with anonymization,
the dataset has not lost essential information for classification
and the information loss is minimal compared to the bench-
marked approaches.

FIGURE 7. Classification accuracy of sensitive attribute (Salary) - Adult-15
dataset (a) Classification accuracy (SVM) (b) Classification accuracy (RF)
(c) Classification accuracy (ANN).

Figure 8 shows the information loss of the proposed
approach. We utilized the de facto standard information loss
metric Normalized Certainty Penalty (NCP) [59] to measure
the information loss. NCP calculates the information loss
based on the equivalence class formed during the anonymiza-
tion process. It gives the percentage of information loss
after the anonymization compared to the original attributes.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach,
NCP values from state-of-the-art anonymization approaches
such asMondrian [48], (k,km)-anonymity[52], and clustering-
based k-anonymity [10]. We observed an increase in the
information loss for a higher k value. This is because when
the k value is increasing the size of the bin (equivalence
class) expands so more anonymized records are grouped
under each bins. Hence, the data publisher can decide on
the value of the privacy parameter. The graph shows that
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the proposed approach has an acceptable range of informa-
tion loss (as it yields better data utility with the classifica-
tion models in Figure 7) and minimal compared to similar
approaches.

FIGURE 8. Normalized Certainty Penalty (NCP) - Information loss is
calculated with respect to varying k size.

Figure 9 presents the evaluation of the computation time of
the proposed anonymization scheme with Mondrian, IACk,
and HB-Anonymity [54] approaches. It shows that the pro-
posed scheme has less computational complexity compared
to the similar privacy preserving studies. The execution time
is measured for the Adult-15 dataset with different k values.
It is observed that Mondrian approach complexity increases
as the value of k increases. Since, the value of c and l are fixed
the variations in k does not have much impact in the running
time.

FIGURE 9. Computation time (secs) of proposed algorithm vs mondrian &
IACk.

C. DISCUSSION
In this section, we analyze the proposed anonymization
scheme for membership, identity, and attribute disclosure
protections.

1) MEMBERSHIP DISCLOSURE PROTECTION
Membership disclosure protection protects against adver-
saries from discerning an individual’s presence in published
data. Membership disclosure can lead to identity and attribute

disclosure. The proposed anonymization scheme offers mem-
bership disclosure protection through the k-anonymity prop-
erty of the fixed-interval approach and the slicing technique.
The anonymized microtable has equivalence classes consist-
ing of k tuples that are indistinguishable from at least k-1
other tuples. In addition, the original values of the tuples were
replaced with the calculated mean for that specific interval.
Further, slicing approach ensures multiple matching buckets
for each tuple (i.e., Bucket B == t ⇐⇒ ∀1 ≤ i ≤ c, t[Ci] ∈
B[Ci]). Hence, the proposed anonymization scheme is effi-
cient in protecting membership disclosures.

2) IDENTITY DISCLOSURE
Identity disclosure occurs when an individual’s QI attributes
are linked to published data. An adversary may attempt to
discern an individual with the background knowledge he/she
possesses. Identity disclosure protection is ensured in the pro-
posed scheme through the k-anonymity principle, where the
probability of identity disclosure is less than 1/k . Further-
more, identity disclosure is protected if membership disclo-
sure is also protected.

In the slicing process, the columns are partitioned and the
attribute values are permutated within each bucket to disas-
sociate the links between columns. This process may create
invalid tuples that can lead to attribute disclosure risk. For
example, tuple t9 in Table 7 describes a 39 year old Male
is suffering from a breast cancer. Because a male cannot
suffer from breast cancer, adversaries can use background
knowledge and disclose the sensitive attributes of the indi-
vidual. To reduce such risks, Hasan et al. proposed a value
swapping method [64]. The value swapping method identi-
fies invalid records in an anonymized microtable and swaps
invalid records with relevant valid records in the bucket.

3) ATTRIBUTE DISCLOSURE PROTECTION
Attribute disclosure occurs when an adversary attempts to
acquire more knowledge about an individual (e.g., diagnosis).
Identity disclosure can lead to attribute disclosure when the
adversary can identify an individual’s record in the published
data and acquire their sensitive attributes. Sensitive attributes
are at the risk of disclosure when all equivalence classes
have a single sensitive attribute. The proposed anonymiza-
tion scheme has a two-fold attribute disclosure protection.
The fixed-interval approach protects numerical attributes by
replacing the original attributes with the calculated mean
value for specific intervals. Hence, every interval shares a
common numerical QI attribute that makes the probability of
an adversary discerning the individual attribute to 1/k . The
slicing approach protects categorical and sensitive attribute
disclosures through tuple and attribute partitioning. When
an adversary matches the background knowledge with the
attributes in the bucket, the corresponding attribute column
is permutated and cannot be discerned. Further, the sensitive
attributes are protected through l-diversity, where the proba-
bility of discerning sensitive attributes is 1/l.
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For example, an adversary has background knowledge
{Female, 22, 620709} and attempts to infer sensitive
attributes from anonymized microdata in Table 9. First, the
adversary finds the matching bucket for tuple t by examining
column values. The first column of Table 9 represents {Sex,
Age} while the matching {Female, 22} adversary discerns B1
as the matching bucket. So p (t,B) = 1. Now, the adversary
attempts to compute p(t, s) to discern the sensitive attribute.
Table 9 is 2-diverse; hence, for a matching tuple, the proba-
bility of learning the correct attribute was less than 1/2.

4) COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The complexity of the proposed anonymization scheme was
analyzed in three phases. In the fixed interval anonymization
phase, the tuples of the table are divided into intervals, and
an equivalence class is formed, similar to the k-anonymity
property. The tuple anonymization problem is NP-hard [65]
where the complexity is at O(n2). According to the optimal
k-anonymity complexity, it can be reduced to O(k logm)
where m is the degree of the relation. In the clustering phase,
the k-medoids clustering algorithm suffers from a high com-
putational complexity, O(k (n− k)2). In our work, we uti-
lized the PAM algorithm proposed by Park and Jun [57]
which has a reduced complexity O(nk) where n is the num-
ber of records. Finally, the complexity of l-diverse slicing
requires O(n2) to check the l-diversity for each bucket. The
overall time complexity of the slicing phase is O(n2 log n).

5) DATA UTILITY ANALYSIS
Information loss is inevitable during the anonymization pro-
cess. The primary goal of a PPDP scheme is to provide the
maximum data utility while preserving privacy. To enhance
the data utility, the anonymized values should be maintained
as close as possible to the original values. However, this
may leak private information. Therefore, the data utility of
the PPDP scheme is measured by building quality models
on the anonymized data values, as well as the model built on
the original values. A possible argument here is that one needs
a model, not the value released as a table. Different models
are available and each model has unique model parameters.
Therefore, the release of the built model may be suitable for
all users.

Value consistency is important for model building. Models
built on multiattribute domains and overlapping intervals pro-
duced inappropriate models. The proposed method maintains
value consistency during the anonymization process through
a fixed-interval approach. In this study, we evaluate the pro-
posed PPDP scheme through classification models such as
decision tree [66], naïve Bayes [67], support vector machine
(SVM) [68], random forest (RF) [69], and artificial neural
network (ANN) [70].

6) VALIDITY OF WORK
Validity of work is to show how well the proposed scheme
efficiently prevents privacy leaks and provides data utility.
The validity of the work can be categorized as internal,

external, statistical, and construct validity. The internal valid-
ity of the attribute-focused scheme can be discussed with
the help of experimental analysis. To conduct the experi-
ments we utilized a publicly available dataset that consists of
15 attributes. In order to show the variations of the dataset,
we divided the dataset into two one with 7 attributes and
another with 15 attributes considering one sensitive and the
rest as quasi-attributes. We implemented Naïve Bayes and
Decision Tree classification models to measure the accu-
racy of the proposed approach. The classification accuracy
of the proposed approach is analyzed in terms of varying
l values and observed slight variations in the accuracy. Also,
we noticed that a change in the number of attributes does not
impact the performance.

To external validity of the proposed work can be validated
through the variations in the datasets.Wemodified the dataset
by considering different parameters. At first, we considered
7 and 15 attributes of the dataset separately for different
experiments. Then the privacy parameters k and l are var-
ied according to measure the accuracy and information loss.
Also, we compared our experimental results with benchmark
algorithms to prove that our work is generalized and applica-
ble to various situations and scenarios. The statistical validity
of the proposed work is validated based on the statistical
values of the state-of-the-art anonymization algorithms. The
benchmarked algorithm results were extracted and compared
with the proposed scheme’s results. Based on the comparison
we found that the proposed work is approximately 13% more
accurate and incurs 12% less information loss. Finally, the
construct validity is to ensure that we attained our objective.
The major objective of this research is to anonymize the EHR
data in such a way that it provides better classification utility,
minimal information loss, and is computationally less expen-
sive. Based on the experimental results we can validate that
we achieved our primary goals.

VI. CONCLUSION
Electronic Health Records (EHR) are vital for various med-
ical researches. However, privacy concerns make it chal-
lenging to publish the data for research. Numerous privacy
preserving approaches are proposed recently to preserve the
privacy of healthcare data while publishing. But the privacy
breach and improper data utility problems are still prevalent.
In this paper, we proposed an attribute focused anonymiza-
tion scheme to protect the privacy of EHR during data pub-
lishing. The proposed scheme is two-fold, it comprises a
fixed interval approach to protect the numerical attributes
of the EHR and an improved l-diverse slicing approach to
protecting the categorical and sensitive attributes. The fixed
interval approach is based on the k-anonymity technique
where the attributes are generalized through a special oper-
ation proposed to increase the data utility. The proposed
improved l-diverse slicing approach performs tuple parti-
tioning and diversity checks to protect the categorical and
sensitive attributes. Privacy requirement is determined by
the privacy parameters k for numerical and l for categorical
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and sensitive attributes. Experimental evaluations are con-
ducted on real-world datasets and show that the classifica-
tion utility of the proposed scheme is superior compared to
benchmarked anonymization algorithms. Quantitatively, the
proposed scheme’s classification accuracy of SVM, RF, and
ANN is at least ≈13% better. Normalized certainty penalty
(NCP) is also utilized to measure the information loss during
the anonymization process and found the proposed scheme
incurred minimal information loss (≈12% less) compared
to popular anonymization methods. Execution time is also
evaluated in terms of the privacy parameter k and found
that the proposed approach is computationally less expensive.
Further, we discuss possible disclosure risks and theoretically
demonstrate the resilience of our scheme. The future direction
of this work is to consider the quasi-attributes as sensitive
and semi-sensitive attributes. In this way, the protection of
the attributes can be enhanced through sophisticated tech-
niques combining k-anonymity, l-diversity, and t-closeness
techniques. The work can be extended to applications other
than healthcare.
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